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The onset of alopecia areata creates a roller coaster of emotions. Like the disease,
a patient’s emotions are unpredictable. The lack of control over one’s body is both
frightening and intimidating. Alopecia areata not only impacts an individual but it
also has a halo effect, impacting family and friends, thereby increasing the number
of people affected by the disease.
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The onset of alopecia areata creates a
roller coaster of emotions. Like the
disease, a patient’s emotions are unpre-
dictable. We feel broken, even helpless,
and we mourn our loss. The lack of
control over our body is both frightening
and intimidating. Alopecia areata not
only impacts an individual but it also
has a halo effect, impacting our family
and friends, thereby increasing the num-
ber of people impacted by the disease.
They do their best to comfort us while
being as lost as we are.
We lose an eyebrow, we watch bald
patches on our scalp increase in size,
and we watch one patch grow in while
another patch appears. Alopecia areata
makes us look at the world differently.
Perhaps even harsher, the world looks at
us differently. In addition to learning
how to live with a disease we did not
ask for, we need to learn how to cope
with people who point at us, who make
assumptions about us, who bully us, and
who may actually leave our lives
because we are different.
Losing your hair is painful, not physi-
cally but emotionally. You fear getting
out of bed in the morning because you
may leave hairs on your pillow. Or, a
new bald spot is looking back at you
from the mirror while you mentally
struggle with facing a new day at
school, at work, or in your own home.
You ask ‘‘why me’’ and ponder what
you may have done that made your hair
fall out. You are afraid to touch your
hair for fear of it falling out. But you also
do not want to touch it because that
small, round, smooth patch is the worst
thing you have ever felt. And when you
do go through a cycle when your hair
starts to regrow, you are rejoicing while
wondering if this is the beginning of the
end or just the disease setting you
up for future disappointment when
those patches reappear. We live in fear;
fear of it growing back and not staying
in and fear of it never growing back.
Some patients let the loss of their hair
create other losses in their life, more
painful than alopecia areata.
When we are diagnosed, we do not
know where to turn. We need to learn
to live with a new version of ourselves.
There is no treatment, there is no cure;
the magic pill does not exist for us. We
are desperate to try a unique diet or to
undergo painful injections in our scalp.
We do not know where to get a wig,
what the difference between human and
synthetic hair is, or how to draw on the
missing eyebrow. We think we are the
only one. Unlike so many other dis-
eases, ours is an external one. We want
to hide but our disease would not let us.
To add to our pain and confusion, the
world continues around us.
In a world that emphasizes beauty,
perfection, and looks, patients with alo-
pecia areata need to learn how to keep
moving forward. Our negative energy
needs to be recycled into positive
energy. The passion we feel for our loss
must be redirected toward internal heal-
ing and acceptance. We share the same
dream as our doctors and researchers;
an end to alopecia areata.
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